Position Title
Department
Schedule
Location

Analyst / Senior Analyst - RPA Developer
Digital Analytics
Full-Time
Mumbai

OVERVIEW
Course5 Intelligence
We enable organizations to make the most effective strategic and tactical moves relating to their customers, markets,
and competition at the rapid pace that the digital business world demands. Founded in 2000, our business areas
include Market Intelligence, Big Data Analytics, Digital Transformation, Artificial Intelligence, and Analytics. Rapid
advances in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology have enabled us to create disruptive technologies
and accelerators under our Course5 Intelligence suites that combine analytics, digital, and research solutions to
provide significant and long-term value to our clients. More information can be found at www.course5i.com
Global Offices
United States | India | United Kingdom | Singapore | United Arab of Emirates
POSITION SUMMARY:To develop robotics solution using multiple technology tools available. Designing Rapid Automation process
solutions in accordance with standard design principles and conventions. Understand solution design document and
accordingly create process automation solution. Developing, configuring programs, scripts and objects that are
efficient, well structured, maintainable & easy to understand.
SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES:•

•
•
•

Design, develop and deploy Robotics Process Automation (RPA) solutions using different tools, design
principles and conventions Configure robotics processes and objects using core workflow principles in an
efficient way; ensure they are easily maintainable and easy to understand
Understand existing processes and facilitate change requirements as part of a structured change control
process
Solve day to day issues arising while running robotics processes and provide timely resolutions
Maintain proper documentation for the solutions, test procedures and scenarios during UAT and Production
phase

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:






Primary Skill Set: Java, Selenium, DBMS and SQL Skills
Good to have: Python, Maven, Jenkins, Cloud technology (Docker), GitHub
Soft Skills: Excellent Verbal and Oral English, Should have worked with Overseas clients
2+ years hands on experience in RPA
Experience/Trained in programming in Java, Selenium, HTML. Good to have knowledge on Python, Maven,
Jenkins, Cloud technology (Docker), GitHub.
Basic DBMS skills and SQL skills.













Good knowledge on HTML and CSS concepts to understand the properties of web components for efficient
and quick troubleshooting and analysis
Ability to interpret and visualize business process flows and translate the same into automation solutions.
knowledge of code optimization and best practices of RPA
Bot Deployment and Management/ Exposure to Control room and release management.
Document the proposed solution which includes a definition of the user interfaces, functional processes,
and data within the proposed system.
Strong knowledge of Software Development Life Cycle.
Good communication skills with the ability to present technical details to a non-technical audience.
Presentation skills structured problem solving skills Ability of interact with senior management and drive
communication Open to travel domestic/ international Locations.
Excellent meeting facilitation and training skills.
Ability to work in fast paced environment with proven ability to meet deadlines and manage multiple
projects and tasks
Ability to make decisions and solve problems, while working under pressure. Work schedule must be
flexible, as there may be occasions when meeting are schedule after normal business hours.

